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Abstract One of the biggest challenges in data embedding is that the confidential data
need to be in the ‘transparency’ after being embedded into the audio signal. Therefore,
embedding methods must reduce the influence of embedded data onto the original audio
signal. In this paper, the multiple bit marking layers (MBML) method has been proposed
to fulfill this requirement. This method reuses the results from the previous embedding
time (layer) as the input data to continue embedding it into audio signals (i.e. the next
layer). The quality of the proposed method is evaluated through embedding error (EE),
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), embedded capacity (EC) and contribution error (CE).
Experimental results have shown that the proposed method provides better quality of
EE, and SNR than any other proposed embedding methods such as: LSB (Least
Significant Bit), ELS (Embedding Large Sample.), BM (Bit Marking), and the BM/SW
(Sliding Window) method with a single layer.
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1 Introduction

Confidential data embedding to multimedia signals is one of the hot topics of many re-
searchers’ interest. It can be used for the purpose of copyright protection or hiding confidential
data [3, 5, 6, 9]. Currently, there are two main techniques being used: (i) Watermarking [9].
This technique is usually used for the purpose of copyright protection in the field of
publishing. Thus, embedded data are usually small. The sustainability requirements of the
embedded data is the highest priority, and it is possible for the multimedia signal can be altered
substantially.

(ii) Steganography [1, 3, 4, 13–15, 21]. This technique is usually used in the field of
security and defense. Storage of the embedded data may be large but high demands on safety
and security for the embedded data. Therefore, the method of embedding data must meet a
requirement that is nearly unchanged multimedia signals. It means that EE must be small and
SNR must be large.

Multimedia signal can be text, audio, picture, video [9]. In the case of the signal is audio, it
is easy to expose the confidential data embedded [6, 16] because the human auditory system is
very sensitive to the amplitude, and frequency of the sound. Therefore, confidential data
embedding in the audio signals is often more difficult than the others.

2 Related works

The most popular method for data embedding in audio signal is the direct overwriting bit. It
will replace bits of confidential data to unimportant bits or unimportant parameters of audio
signals. Thus, BE is still high; it makes the performance parameters such as EE, and SNR of
embedding signal are not high. Some improvements such as LSB [10] and improved LSB [3,
11, 12, 17] could offer better of EC, but EE, SNR and CE are still small. Other methods such as
PC (Parity Coding) [2, 7, 11] and Ph_C (Phase Coding) [7, 12] provide low EC. Echo Coding
[7, 8] increase the size of audio signals, thus it is easy to expose. The method ELS (Embedding
Large Sample) [18] only overwrite the confidential data to high sample of the audio signal. It
makes EE, SNR, CE are improved. However, if the quantity of confidential data increases, EE,
SNR, CE degrades faster. Therefore, it is necessary to find out a method which do not use (or
spare use) this direct overwriting bit method.

In this field, we have proposed BM embedding method [16] where the embedding process
is performed as follows: in the original audio signal, find q segments whose size is Ω [bit]
which is coinciding with q segments of the confidential data need to embed. We use q segment
whose size is ℧ [bit] (℧ < Ω) to mark the position of the bit segments found. After that, (q℧)
marking bits is overwritten on the suitable position of the original audio signal. Thus, the
number of bits overwritten on the original audio signal decreases β1[bit].

β1 bit½ � ¼ qΩ − q℧ ¼ Bdata−S1; ð1Þ

Where Bdata = qΩ is the confidential data which need to embed, S1 = q℧ is the marked bit
string which is overwritten on the original audio signal.

In [19], we have proposed to use Sliding Window (SW) technique to improve the
work in [20]. A window whose size is Ω [bit] is sliced in original audio signal. Data in
the window is compared to the segment of confidential data embedded and is embedded
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by BM method. This technique has increased the embedding capacity. However, works
in [19, 20] are done with only one embedded layer (i.e. when all the Bdata is embedded,
the string S1 is overwritten on the original audio signal and the embedding process is
completed). Thus, β1[bit] is still small that lead to EE, and SNR are not high. From the
above discussion, we can see that it is very necessary to find out a method to reduce the
number of overwritten bits and hence we can improve the performance of data embed-
ding in audio signals.

In this paper, we propose MBML method to effectively embed the confidential data in
audio signals. With this method, we can exploit the advantage of β1 [bit] > 0, thus when all
Bdata is embedded, we do not overwrite S1 string on original audio signal to complete the
procedure. S1 is embedded into original audio signal to create S2, S2 is embedded to create S3,
etc. When Sω < Ω [bit], the embedding is finished and Sω is used as the confidential key which
help the receiver can de-embed (Key = Sω). It will reduce a large number of bits need to
overwrite on audio signals, which in turn decrease EE, increase SNR, and especially enhances
the safety of confidential data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the system model and the working principles
are presented in Section 3. The performance parameters are shown in Section 4. Experimental
results and discussion are clarified in Section 5. Conclusions and further work are presented in
Section 6.

3 System model

3.1 Model structure

Figure 1 is embedding and de-embedding model by the proposed method, the parameters are
described as follows:

& C is the original audio signal (2) which consists of n audio samples Cj [19, 20], C may be
taken from the storage device or from the digital transmission system (i.e. real-time
embedding). C is divided into p segments C∂ [19, 20], and each C∂ has ξ audio samples
(3, 4, 5).

C ¼ C j; j ¼ 1; 2; …; n
� �

; ð2Þ

Fig. 1 Embedding and de-embedding model in the proposed method
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C ¼ C∂; ∂ ¼ 1; 2; … ; pf g; ð3Þ

p ¼ n

ζ
; ð4Þ

C∂ ¼ C j; j ¼ 1; 2; … ; ζ
� �

: ð5Þ

& + W∂v is the sliding window in C∂ by using the sliding window [19], v is the ordinal
numbers of the window, C∂v is the data of W∂v. Bdata is the confidential data which need to
embed into C, Bi is the segment of data embedded (8). S∂ is the bit sequence that mark the
location of W∂v, S∂ has ℧[bit] and its decimal value is v (6), the serial merger will join the
bit string of S∂ with the bit string of Bdata (7).

S∂ bit½ � ¼ ℧ ; ð6Þ

B ¼ S∂ þ serialð Þ Bdata; ð7Þ

B ¼ Bi; i ¼ 1; 2; …; qf g with q ¼ B

Ω
: ð8Þ

& k∂ is bit resulted from the comparison between C∂v and Bi [19], which is corresponding to
two following cases:

k∂ ¼ 1⇔ Э C∂v with v¼0 or 1 or … or 2℧−1ð Þ ≡ Bi

0⇔∀ C∂v with v¼0 … 2℧−1ð Þ ≠ Bi

�
: ð9Þ

& ck is bit that control the electronic key K, corresponding to the two following cases:

ck ¼ 1⇔B bit½ �≥Ω
0⇔B bit½ �<Ω

n
: ð10Þ

& K is the electronic key which has 2 states as follows:

K ¼ 1 No embeddingð Þ ⇔ ck¼0
2 Embeddingð Þ ⇔ ck¼1

n
: ð11Þ

& χ is the bit string used to mark the start (" Start ") or stop (" Stop ") embedding positions,
corresponding to the two following cases:

x ¼ }Start}⇔ck from 0 to 1
}Stop}⇔ck from 1 to 0

�
: ð12Þ

& k∂, χ will be overwritten at the least significant bit of Cj in the segment C∂ (see
Fig. 2) [20]. In (5), each Cj would be overwritten by ≤ 1 [bit], thus Start[bit] ≤ ζ
and Stop[bit] ≤ ζ.

& C'∂ is the segment of audio signal embedded (13), and C' is audio signal embedded (14):

C0
∂ ¼ C0

j; j ¼ 1; 2; … ; ζ
� �

; ð13Þ

C0 ¼ C0
∂; ∂ ¼ 1; 2; … ; pf g: ð14Þ
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& Cout is the output audio signal of the transmitter, Cout is brought to the storage devices or to
the digital transmission system, and sent to the receiver Cout = {C ′⇔ K = 2

C ⇔ K = 1 .
& ch is a reading control bus of Bdata when the buffer has no embedding data, it works as

follows:

ch ¼ 1 ⇔ C0¼0
0 ⇔ C0>0

n
ð15Þ

Read Bdata ¼ Enable⇔ch¼from 0 to 1
Disable⇔ch¼from 1 to 0

�
: ð16Þ

& cl is bit that control the writing or reading function of the buffer, corresponding to the two
following cases:

cl ¼ 1⇔Read Start=Stop¼}Start}
0⇔Read Start=Stop¼}Stop}

n
; ð17Þ

The buffer ¼ Write⇔cl¼from 0 to 1
Read⇔cl¼from 1 to 0

�
: ð18Þ

3.2 Embedding and de-embedding process

& Embedding process

– Initial state (T0): Bdata hasn’t been put into the system, (Bdata[bit] = 0) and S∂[bit] = 0.
According to (7), B [bit] = 0 and according to (10), ck = 0. As a result, according to (11) K
key is at position 1, Cout = C.

a) b) c) d)

Fig. 2 The illustrat ion of the overwrit ing step of the bit str ings k∂ , Start , Stop with
BitsperSample = 16[bit],Ω = 8[bit],℧ = 5[bit], ζ = 6[sample], Bi = " 00001111 "
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– Start state (T1): Bdata[bit] ≥ Ω is put into the system. According to (7):

B ¼ S∂ þ serialð ÞBdata ¼ 0þ serialð ÞBdata ¼ Bdata: ð19Þ

According to (10), ck is from level 0 to level 1, as a result K key moves to position 2.
Simultaneously, due to ck from level 0 to level 1, according to (12) χ = " Start ". Bit string
χ = " Start " is overwritten on the position of the least significant bits of the first audio
segment (C∂, with ∂ = 1) to obtain C'

∂, with ∂ = 1 (Fig. 2a). Consequently, Cout = C', the
system switchs to embedding state with ∂ = 2 and i = 1.

– Embedding State (T2): Bi is alternately compared to C∂v(with v = 0 .. 2℧ − 1), corre-
sponding to 2℧ windows created in C∂. According to (9), there are two cases:

(i) If k∂ = 0 (Bi is not embedded successfully), bit B0^ will be overwritten on the least
significant bit of the first audio sample in segment C∂ [19] (Fig. 2b) and ∂ = ∂ + 1.

(ii) If k∂ = 1 (Bi is embedded successfully), bit B1^ will be overwritten on segment C∂

(Fig. 2c), i = i + 1 and ∂ = ∂ + 1. Simultaneously, the marking bit string S∂ =℧[bit]
(S∂ has the equal decimal to v) is brought to serial merger block 1. We combine (6,
7, 8) and (19) to have:

B bit½ � ¼ Bdata−Bi þ S∂ ¼ Bdata−Ω þ℧ ¼ Bdata− Ω−℧ð Þ½ �: ð20Þ

Comparing (19) with (20), it can be seen that whenever Bi is embedded
successfully, the capacity of B decreases (Ω − ℧) [bit], comparing to its previous
capacity. According to (1), we have:

βEmbedding bit½ � ¼ − Ω−℧ð Þ; ð21Þ
where βEmbedding is called bit reduction coefficient when embedded. When q times

embedding Bi successfully is performed (with q ¼ Bdata
Ω ),

B bit½ � ¼ Bdata−q Ω−℧ð Þ½ �; ð22Þ

From (8) and (19), the Eq. (22) is rewritten as follows:

B bit½ � ¼ Bdata−
Bdata

Ω
Ω−℧ð Þ

� �
¼ BdataΩ−BdataΩ þ Bdata℧

Ω
¼ Bdata℧

Ω
¼ q℧ : ð23Þ

From (23), it can be seen that after q times embedding Bi successfully, the
confidential data (Bdata) is all embedded (Bdata = 0). The remain data (at the output
of the serial merger block 1) is the address of Bdata in C'. We choose ℧ < Ω then
combine with (1) (6) (8) (19), we have

℧ < Ω→q℧ < qΩ→q℧ < Bdata→qS∂ < Bdata→SLayer 1 < Bdata; ð24Þ
where SLayer 1 = {S∂, ∂ = 1, 2,…, q} is the address bit string of Bdata in C'. It is also
the first layer embedding address.

From (24), it can be seen that the embedding address is always smaller than the
corresponding embedded data. Therefore, if SLayer 1[bit] ≥Ω and SLayer 1 is
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considered as Bdata to continue embedding into C (embedding to layer 2),
SLayer 2 < SLayer 1, similar to SLayer ω ‐ 1 < SLayer ω (with ω is the number of
embedded layers). As a result, the number of bit of embedding address SLayer L
(with L = 1, 2, …, ω) will reduce gradually to the value which is smaller than Ω.

– Stop state (T3): When SLayer ω[bit] < Ω, according to (7) and due to Bdata[bit] = 0,
B = SLayer ω <Ω. As a result, according to (10, 12), χ = " Stop ", Stop bit string is
overwritten on the position of the least significant bit of C∂ (Fig. 2d). The remaining bit
string of B is used as a confidential key (Key = SLayer ω).

Ending the Stop state, due to ck = 0, according to (11) K key moves to position 2 (the
initial state). Cout =C, the transmitter is ready for the next data embedded session. So, the
process of embedding Bdata into C can be described by the diagram of algorithm as
follows:

& De-embedding process

– The initial state (T'0): After beginning, cl = 0, ch = 0, Bi = 0. The buffer and the reading
block Bdata are at the state of being triggered (activated). So, C' = 0, Bdata = 0. The
confidential key Key = SLayout ω is put into the serial merger 2, we have

B ¼ Bi þ Key ¼ Key: ð25Þ

– The state of writing to the buffer (T'1): Start/Stop reading block will load audio samples
at the input (Cin) to find the Start/Stop string. When the marked bit string BStart^ is found,
according to (17), cl = 1 and according to (18), the buffer works in recording mode to
record C'. When the Start/Stop reading block finds out the marked bit string BStop^,
cl = 0. As a result, the buffer changes to reading mode (i.e. the order is first in, later out).

– State of de-embedding (T'2): C' is divided into some of C'∂ corresponding with the
transmitter (13, 14). k∂ bit of each segment C'∂ will be read out to check, corresponding to
the two following cases:

(i) If k∂ = 0 (segment C'∂ has no embedding data), the receiver will move to the other
k∂ of the next segment C'∂, where (∂ = ∂ + 1).

(ii) If k∂ = 1 (segment C'∂ has embedding data), the windowW∂v is reconstructed in the
position S∂ (S∂ is taken from the serial merger 2). Embedded data (Bi) in W∂v is
taken to the serial merger 2, then the receiver would de-embedd on the next
segment C'∂, where (∂ = ∂ + 1).

– Thus, when Bi is de-embedded, data in the serial merger 2 will be:

B ¼ Key−S∂ þ Bi ¼ Key−Ω þ℧ ¼ Keyþ Ω−℧ð Þ: ð26Þ

– From (25, 26), it can be seen that each time Bi is de-embedded successfully, the capacity
of B increases (Ω − ℧) [bit], so

βDe‐Embedding bit½ � ¼ Ω−℧ð Þ; ð27Þ

– Where βDe ‐Embedding is a increasing bit coefficient in the de-embedding process. From
(21), we have

βDe‐Embedding ¼ −βEmbedding; ð28Þ
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– From (27, 28) and the de-embedding process, it can be seen that if the state (T'2) is
repeated until C' = 0, the data in the serial merger 2 will be Bdata.

– The Stop state (T'3): When C' = 0, according to (15) ch = 1. Consequently, according to
(16), the reading block Bdata is triggered to read the confidential data from the serial
merger 2, (Bdata = B); Concurrently, the receiver moves to T'0 state in order to be ready for
the next de-embedding session.

4 Calculation of parameters

4.1 The number of times Bi is embedded successfully (λ [times])

To embedd Bdata and bit sequence SLayer L (with L = 1, 2,…, ω − 1) into C, λ must be the sum
of all (Bi) that need to embedd into C. From Fig. 3 and (8) we have

λ times½ � ¼ qþ
Xω−1
L¼1

qL ¼ Bdata

Ω
þ
Xω−1
L¼1

SLayer L
Ω

¼ Bdata

Ω
þ SLayer 1

Ω
þ SLayer 2

Ω
þ⋯þ SLayer ω‐1

Ω

: ð29Þ

where qL ¼ SLayer L

Ω is the number of bit segments at the Lth layer.

According to (8) and (10), only when Bdata[bit] ≥Ω, embedding is performed and according
to (21), for each Bi is embedded successfully, B decreases (Ω −℧) [bit]; thus, λ is calculated as
follows:

λ times½ � ¼ Floor
Bdata−Ω
Ω−℧

þ 1

� �
; ð30Þ

where BFloor^ is the rounded-down function.

4.2 The length of the code key (Key [bit])

From (20, 30), it can be seen that after λ times Bi is embedded successfully, B decreases
λ(Ω − ℧)[bit]. This makes B [bit] < Ω and Key[bit] = SLayer ω = B; the remain segment
after the embedding procedure is computed as

Key bit½ � ¼ Bdata−λ Ω−℧ð Þ: ð31Þ

Start Embed

dataB

intoC

Layer 1S
Layer 2S

Embed

Layer 1S

intoC

Embed

Layer ω-1S

intoC

Stop 

dataB

Layer Key S ω=

Embed layer 1          Embed layer 2              …      Embed layer w

C

'C

Fig. 3 Algorithm to embed data into audio signals by the proposed method
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4.3 The total bit overwritten on audio file (φ [bit])

In both cases of Bi is embedded successfully or not, the segment C∂ is also overwritten 1 bit
(Fig. 2). Thus, φ [bit] is calculated as follows:

φ bit½ � ¼ Start þ λþ γ þ Stop; ð32Þ
where γ is the times that Bi is not embedded successfully (Fig. 2b).

From (32), it can be seen that bit string " Start " = const, " Stop " = const; with the
certain values of Bdata and Ω, advance according to (30), λ = const. In order to decrease
φ [bit] which leads to the decreasing of EE and the increasing of embedding capacity, γ
must be decrease (in this proposed model, we used the sliding window technique [19] to
decrease γ).

4.4 The maximum data embedding capacity (Bdata max[bit])

Data embedding capacity would be maximum when all p segments C∂ of C are success-
fully embedded. Consequently, the successful embedding times (λ) equals to number of
segments (p) of C(λ = p). Thus, Bdata = Bdatamax ⇔ λ = p, and combine with (3, 4, 30),
we have

Bdata ¼ Bdatamax⇔λ ¼ p⇒p ¼ Bdata max−Ω
Ω−℧

þ 1; ð33Þ

We have

Bdata max bit½ � ¼ p Ω−℧ð Þ þ℧ : ð34Þ

4.5 Embedding error (EE)

In the general cases [5, 13, 18, 20] EE is calculated as follows:

EE ¼ C0−Cj j ¼
Xn

j¼1

C0
j−C j

		 		 ¼ Xn

j¼1

EE j: ð35Þ

However, with the proposed method, due to bit strings " Start ", k∂, " Stop " are overwritten
on the position of least significant bit (20) in C, EE calculated by amplitude is equal to EE
calculated by bit (BE= EE) and EE is calculated by φ [bit] as follows:

EE ¼ BE; ð36Þ

BE ¼ φ: ð37Þ

Simultaneously, because a number of bit of φ may coincide with some bit of C at the
overwritten position so

BE≤φ⇒EE≤φ: ð38Þ
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4.6 Signal- to-noise ratio (SNR)

In the general cases [5, 13, 20]

SNR ¼

Xn

j ¼ 1

C j

		 		2
Xn

j ¼ 1

EE j

		 		2
¼

Xn

j ¼ 1

C j

		 		2
Xn

j ¼ 1

C0
j−C j

		 		2
¼ 10 log10

Xn

j ¼ 1

C j

		 		2
Xn

j ¼ 1

C0
j−C j

		 		2

2
666664

3
777775
dB½ �: ð39Þ

From Fig. 2 and (32), we can see that only φ audio sample are overwritten 1 bit, so (39) is
rewritten as follows:

SNR dB½ � ¼ 10 log10

Xn

j ¼ 1

C j

		 		2

Xφ

j ¼ 1

C0
j−C j

		 		2

2
666664

3
777775
¼ 10 log10

Xn

j ¼ 1

C j

		 		2

Xφ

j ¼ 1

1j j2

2
666664

3
777775
: ð40Þ

Combine (40) with (38), we have

SNR dB½ �≥10 log10

Xn

j ¼ 1

C j

		 		2
φ

2
66664

3
77775: ð41Þ

5 Experiment results

5.1 Experiment scenarios

We have used the Visual Basic programming software to implement the proposed method (see
Fig. 4). The parameters are represented as:

& The original audio signal (C) consists of 50 different audio files {Cg; g = 1, 2, …, 50} in
wave format, coded 16 [bit] (BitsperSample = 16[bit]).

& Ω = 8[bit], (because Bi =Ω [bit] (8), and we have to compare Bi with C∂v, thus C∂v =Ω[bit]
(9). However, C∂v = W∂v, W∂v ⊂ Cj, Cj = BitsperSample[bit], thus we have
2[bit] ≤C∂v ≤ 16[bit]=> 2[bit] ≤Ω ≤ 16[bit]. Finally, because we use audio file C in this
experiment, we choose Ω = 8[bit]).

& ℧ = 5[bit], (℧ is chosen based on (24), ℧ = 5[bit] will provide 25 window locations in the
segment C∂),

& ζ = 6[sample] (ζ is large enough to set up 25 window locations in the segment C∂, each Cj

will create 6 window locations [19], thus ζ ≥ 25

6 → ζ ¼ 6 sample½ �).
& " Start " = " 111111 ", " Stop " = " 000000 " (as shown Fig. 2a, d), " Start " [bit] ≤ ζ, and

" Stop " [bit] ≤ ζ.
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& The confidential data (Bdata) consists of 09 text paragraphs {Bdata h; h = 1, 2, …, 9}
with the size varied from 200[bit] to 1800[bit]. Each audio file is embedded and de-
embedded with 09 text paragraphs to get 450 embedded signal fi les
{C'gh; g = 1, 2, …, 50; h = 1, 2, …, 9}.

& The formulas (35, 39) are used to calculate {EEgh; g = 1, 2, …, 50; h = 1, 2, …, 9} and
{SNRgh; g = 1, 2,…, 50; h = 1, 2,…, 9}. We compute the average parameters Cg, Bdata h,

Fig. 4 The interface of the program that implement the proposed method

Fig. 5 EE performance
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EEgh,SNRgh to compare with conventional methods such as LSB [10, 12, 17], ELS [18],
BM [20] and the single layer bit marking method combining with window sliding
technique BM+ SW [19].

5.2 Results

1) Figures 5 and 6 present the performance of EE and SNR using the proposed and
other conventional methods (LSB, ELS, BM, BM + SW [19]). The result shows that

Fig. 6 SNR performance

Fig. 7 The amplitude and contribution of EE
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the proposed method improves significantly the quality of EE, and SNR[dB]. These
results can be explained by several reasons: (i) In the embedding process, only 1[bit]
(k∂ = " 1 " or k∂ = " 0 ") is overwritten on the original audio segment (C∂) (with the
BM/SW method, from 1 to 6 [bit] is overwritten on (C∂)). Because the number of bit
overwritten on the original audio signal decreases, the quality of EE, and SNR[dB]
improve. (ii) SW technique [19] makes the times of unsuccessful embedding λ to
decrease, which in turn make to φ decreases (according to (32)), then EE decreases
(according to (37, 38)), and finally SNR[dB] increases (according to (41)). The
improvement of EE, SNR[dB] have proved the superiority of the proposed method.
It also increases the Btransparency^ of embedding signal, and reduce the enemy’s
suspicion in the transmission or storage of C'. Therefore, the safety of the confiden-
tial data embedded is enhanced.

2) Figure 7 shows the amplitude and distribution of EE versus to the time (in seconds) of the
proposed and other conventional methods. The result shows that the proposed method has
a good error amplitude as well as BM and BM/SW embedding methods, it is better than
the error amplitude of LSB and ELS methods. The reason is that at the embedding
process, 1 [bit] is overwritten on Cj at the position of the least significant bit, thus, at
the embedded audio sample: |C'j − Cj| = |EEj| ≤ 1.

3) EE distribution of the proposed method is also improved compared to the LSB and BM/
SW methods. The reason is that, each segment C∂ has 1 bit overwritten (Fig. 2b, c), so
| C'∂ − C∂| = |EE∂| ≤ 1. Thus, segment C'∂ consists of ζ audio samples (13) which only
have 0 or 1[bit] error. Because EE is spread more widely and equally than the BM/SW
method [19], the degradation of the sound quality is equally distributed and less, thus the
enemy’s suspicion decreases.

Fig. 8 Embedding capacity
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4) Figure 8 shows the comparison of embedding capacity among these the methods.
Although many layers are embedded in the proposed method, it still has better
embedding capacity than BM method. By using the sliding window technique
[19], we can reduce the number of unsuccessful embedding times (λ). Therefore,
the number of original audio samples (Cj) used to embed confidential data
decreases.

5) The proposed method still has some limitations as follows: (i) EE contribution is not
as good as one of BM and ELS methods (Fig. 7). (ii) The embedded capacity of the
proposed method is not as high as one of BM/SW and LSB methods. (iii) The
proposed method has a more relatively complicated processing than other methods;
hence it needs to have better hardware when implementing real-time processing. The
limitations mentioned above will be our motivation to continue research in the field
of embedding data in the audio signal.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the multiple bit marking layers method to effectively embed
the confidential data into audio signals. The experimental results show that the proposed
method significantly improves the quality of embedding signal in comparison with the
LSB [10, 12, 17], ELS [18], BM [20], BM/SW [19] methods. Because the confidential
data is embedded with several layers along with we must use the confidential key during
the embedding process; so the proposed method also enhances the safety of data
embedded into audio signals. The proposed method MBML works at a base band
frequency, thus, in our future work, it can also work with multimedia signal such as
text, picture, video, etc. We will also develop Android/iOS applications to implement this
technique in smart phones.
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